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Open your doors…

It’s What’s Inside that Counts

This simple truth applies not only to people but to
products as well.

Mirage’s internal moving parts are factory lubricated
with a long lasting, temperature resistant grease to allow
smooth movement while preventing corrosion. Its central
shaft rotates in a silicone brass bushing allowing it to
withstand hundreds of thousands of cycles without
wearing crucial parts.

Additionally, our guides (plastic parts that guide the screen
across the door or window tracks) have been formed from
a space aged plastic that is highly durable and contains its
own lubricant, allowing it to slide smoothly with minimal
wear for years to come.

To ensure that all these parts stand the test of time Mirage
routinely tests its retractable screens through 250,000
operational cycles. What does this mean in the real world?
Based on using the door 10 times per day, all year long,
this would be the equivalent of nearly 69 years of use.

Like any product, maintenance and care are required on
the part of the homeowner. We encourage you to view our
care and maintenance recommendations which are found
with our warranty at www.miragescreensystems.com.

Our goal is to make
the best retractable
screen with the
longest trouble free
life possible.

• Available with
patented
HydraGlide Slow
Close Technology
to prevent
accidental slams.

• Mirage Screens
are custom fit to
your door.

Your Local Mirage Dealer

Mirage Retractable Screens are sold, installed and serviced by
locally owned and operated businesses in your community.
You can be assured of a quality installation from a dealer
with a proven record and roots in your community.

www.miragescreensystems.com
Single Entry | French Doors | In-swing & Out-swing Doors | Glass Sliding Doors



Colors

Mirage Screens feature the latest architectural colors in
decorating trends. We use the highest performing
powder coating finishes to make sure your screen looks
good for years to come.

Standard Colors

polar
white

linen
cream

sandal-
wood

slate
grey

tudor
brown

rideau
brown

midnight
black

Optional Wood
Grain Finishes

Over 25 Optional
Designer Colors

Cooling &
Ventilation

The Mirage Screen will
allow you to naturally
cool and ventilate your

home. Enjoy the comfort
of fresh air during the cool

of the day and reduce the cost
and need for air conditioning.

Take additional advantage of cross ventilation in your home
by installing a Mirage Screen on both your front and back
doors.

Convenience

Unlike traditional swinging screen doors, the Mirage
Retractable Screen is only across your door opening when
you need it to be. Eliminate the inconvenience of opening
and closing a screen you only use seasonally.

Additionally, because Mirage Screens store out of sight when
not in use, they do not detract from the appearance and
beauty of your entry door. For more detailed product information including

standard & optional features, warranty information,
to view our photo gallery and to find a local Mirage
Dealer, please visit www.miragescreensystems.com.

Note: Colors may not appear exactly as shown

Expand your living space and improve the view by eliminating traditional fixed screens


